Voting Questions
Answered By Wade
“Must

2. Is it necessary, as in the pri- circle found at the head of the
mary election, to vote for the candi- column listing the candidates oi
the voter “cross-over”—vote for the party of the voter’s choice,

candidates of both parties?
Answer: “Cross-over”

or

and

“split-

individual be register- ticket”
voting is permissible in the
ed in order to establish eligibility
general election. For example,
to vote in the general election,
you may vote for a candidate for
November 8?
the U.S. Senate of one party, and
These and other questions are for a candidate of the other party
being constantly asked the de- for some otter seat. In districts
partment of the Secretary of the electing two or more members of
Secretary of State Hugh J. Wade. the State House of RepresentaThis election is unique in many tives, it is permissible to vote for
ways insofar as Alaskans go. There candidates of both political parare many Alaskans who have never ties so long as you do not vote for
voted for a president of the United more candidates than the district
States. The governor of Alaska, has seats.
William A. Egan, is one of them.
3. Must an individual be regisAlaskan born, this will be his first tered in order to vote?
time to vote for a president.
No. Alaska does not rean

Answer:

Wade

has issued a statement
supplying the answers to what he
describes as the thee most frequent questions posed in his cor-

quire registration
tablish eligibility
otherwise eligible

respondence concerning the Nov.
general election. Wade identifies
the questions as follows:

never voted

in

Alaska

even

in order to
to

vote.

es-

constitutes

a

vote

for

each

candidate of that party.
Wade

said

designed

for

the
the

procedue

was

convenience

of

the voter.
“It would speed up voting and
speed up the counting of the
votes,” he said, “but it doesn’t
have to be used. If you do mark
the circle at the top of the ballot,

however, then you cannot vote for
any individual candidate in the
other party ticket. If the voter
wants to vote for persons in both
parties, he should ignore the

circle at the top of the party
column and place an appropriate
mark in the square beside the
name of the individual candidates
of his choice.”
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Our Salute to the Havy on Havy Day
Your Navy First Line of Defense
-

~mecca lounge & wIoohT
The Friendliest Place in Town

dining room OPEN daily

Serving Full Course Dinners
5 p.m. to 1
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SUNDAY SPECIALS
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One Year Newer, One Year Better!

-

Not even in the tremendously popular 1960
Falcon did you get so much value as you
now can buy in the new Falcon '61!
Who would believe a car so roomy... so
wonderfuHy comfortable for six grownups
would squeeze so many miles out of your
gas dollar? But the new Falcon does! Up

tions Freedom Team

MUDSEfTS

...

to 30 miles

gallon of regular gas!
And, you can now pick the famous Falcon
Six, or the new optional 170 Special for an
extra dash of power. And remember, Ford
on

every

Dealers were the first to extend their
warranty on ’61 cars for 12,000 miles or

full year, whichever
your dealer for details.
one

comes

first. Ask

Fiir Parkas are now in season.
Drop in and see our selection.

If we don’t have

a

Parka that appeals to you,

we soon

will.

Falcon Tudor Sedan give* you more
of what you buy a compact fort

askan gift items for every member
of the family.
Cameras, film projectors, screens, light bars and other
photo needs.

I

We are conducting an auction at the
ELK’S CLUB
Oct. 31 Monday, starting 2 p.m.
Tuesday Nov. 1,2 p.m. and all day
Saturday, Nov. 5.
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Science Foundation.
The aim of the conference is to
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follows:
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tion sponsored by the
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in Alaska previously.
The fact that he did not vote in
Ivor A. Schott, Superintendent
the Primary election in August
of
the Kodiak Independent Schools,
1. May a 19-year-old voter cast would not affect his right to vote
will
attend the Regional Orientaa ballot for President and Vice- in November.
tion Conference in Mathematics
President?
While these are the three most
to be held at Portland, Oregon,
Answer: Yes. State law deter- frequent questions, Wade said he
Nov. 3 and 4
mines the qualifications of any also has received some questions
According to Regional Director,
voter and Alaska’s Constitution dates of only one party or may
William W. Matson, Supervisor of
extends the voting franchise to on “straight party” voting. This is
Portland Public
all persons 19 years of age or older. done by placing an “X” in the Mathematics,
Schools, one hundred superinten8

3.62,
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